


Sea kayaking or touring is the sport of paddling on the open water of lakes, bays, and oceans. Touring can involve journeys ranging from a few 
hours to many weeks, along protected coastlines and inland lakes or out in the open sea. Sea kayaks are seaworthy small boats with a covered 
deck and the ability to incorporate a spraydeck to keep water from entering the boat. They are much longer than whitewater kayaks, offering cargo 
capacity, ease of straight-line paddling, and comfort for long journeys. Sea kayaks generally accommodate one or two paddlers together with room 
for camping gear, food, water and other supplies. Sea kayaks usually range in length from 11-18 ft/3.3m–5.5m for solo craft, and up to 25 ft/7.6m 
for tandem craft. Increasing the length of a kayak generally adds speed, which is useful for covering long distances. Longer kayaks are also less 
maneuverable, as turning quickly is not as important in open water. Sea kayaks provide an excellent way to get out on the water – for a day or a 
week, on familiar terrain or unknown territory, alone or with family and friends.
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SEA KAYAK

K1 COMPOSITE
Made from a combination of CARBON, Kevlar and fi berglass, they are lighter than 

their plastic counterparts but less durable in the event of impact.

SEA KAYAK > BOATS > K1 COMPOSITE

SPECS:
Length: 550 cm- width: 52 cm - volume: Medium - weight: from 16 to 24 kg - paddler weight range: up to 95 kg

www.cscanoe.com
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CS CANOE - GREENLAND 550  

 A medium-volume sea kayak in typical Greenland style. With this 
boat you can go for any kind of day trip and enjoy the performance 
which only a kayak with such a rich pedigree can give you. The 
Greenland 550 rolls easily for those of above-average height, 
allowing mobility for all styles of Eskimo roll. It has a high cruising 
speed, tracks straight through wind and waves, and is suitable for 
heavier paddlers. Standard features include an original Kayak Sport 
drop skeg and a new adjustable anatomical seat. 

SPECS:
Length: 5.5m - width: 53.2cm - weight: 14.5-22.5kg - paddler weight range: 55-100kg - max. cap.: 145kg

www.stellarkayaks.com
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STELLAR - S18R

The Stellar 18 Race (S18R) was born from a simple desire to go fast. 
With a fair hull a longer waterline and narrower beam than the S18, 
the S18R is a racing machine. A reduced catch and the lightweight, 
yet stiff laminates boost your performance even further. As with the 
rest of the kayaks at Stellar, they are an uncommon blend of stability 
and speed, which are the hallmark of our brand. With the deck 
rigging and 2 water tight storage compartments, this boat is also a 
very capable kayak for touring as well as racing.

SPECS:
Length: 520 cm - width: 54 cm - weight: Ecolite 21-23 kg, Hilite 19-21 kg - paddler weight range: 80-110 kg - max. cap.: 130 kg

www.trappercanoes.com
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TRAPPER - ARAL

The Trapper Aral is a good all-around kayak, suitable for a range of 
experience and a variety of paddling conditions. Yet in essence it is 
fi rst and foremost a wonderful sea touring kayak. The hull is designed 
with a V-shape, which makes it very easy to turn and maneuvre with 
a paddle. The kayak is equipped with two oval hatches for larger 
compartments and a minibox for easy access of the gear you need. 
The kayak comes with rudder/skeg combination.

SPECS:
Length: 550 cm - width: 51 cm - volume: 400 l - weight: from 16 to 24 kg - paddler weight range: up to 100 kg

www.cscanoe.com
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CS CANOE - INUK EVO 

This represents an evolution of the original Inuk, retaining the fast 
forward speed but with added stability, making it more of a complete 
sea kayak in the sense that it can now deal with all sea conditions. 
The maximum width is 51cm, and it has been given a new 84cm 
cockpit allowing easy entry and exit and improved deck ergonomics 
allowing better paddling independent of the weather. The Inuk evo 
retains its excellent load-carrying capacity and exceptionally high 
cruising speed, tracks straight and true and, thanks to its low profi le 
aft, tends to weathercock very little.
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SEA KAYAK > BOATS > K1 COMPOSITE

SPECS:
Length: 500 cm - width: 54 cm - weight: Ecolite 20-22 kg, Hilite 18-20 kg - paddler weight range: 75-100 kg - max. cap.: 120 kg

www.trappercanoes.com
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TRAPPER - EYRE

The Trapper Eyre is designed with more rocker and a symmetrical 
hull-shape to make it a more playful kayak. It was designed by Hans 
Friedel taking his experiences from slalom paddling. Although it is a 
sea kayak, it feels very easy to control and maneuver. This kayak 
can be used for surfi ng and playing in the waves. It is equipped with 
3 round hatches and comes with retractable skeg.

SPECS:
Length: 540 cm - width: 53 cm - weight: A-core: 22-24 kg, 3D C-core: 19-21 kg - paddler weight range: 80-110 kg - max. cap.: 130 kg

www.zegulmarine.com
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ZEGUL - BAIDARKA GT

The lower portion of its upswept bow is extremely narrow, allowing 
for clean entry lines, while the upper bow is fuller and wider, 
increasing buoyancy, causing the Baidarka to rise over the oncoming 
waves. Baidarkas are known for their unusually fast speed. With 
their Swede form and high volume stern they produce an incredibly 
high hull speed. The Baidarka GT introduced for 2012 season is 
designed keeping touring in mind for day/weekend trips or even a 
smaller expedition. The specially designed narrow hull provides you 
with incredible speed.

SPECS:
Length: 550 cm - width: 51 cm - volume: 290-320 l - weight: 22.5 kg - paddler weight range: 60-100 kg

www.qajaq.it

QAJAQ - AVANAQ

A super fast and performing kayak inspired from ancient shapes. 
Available with three different hull designs (agile, normal, fast) and in 
two volume sizes (nomal and Medium volume). A superb design for 
demanding paddlers looking for performances.

SPECS:
Length: 565 cm - width: 54 cm - weight: Ecolite 22-24 kg, Hilite 20-22 kg - paddler weight range: 85-125 kg - max. cap.: 160 kg

www.trappercanoes.com
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TRAPPER - MALAWI

The Trapper Malawi is designed to be a very fast and versatile sea 
kayak, for those who have the hunger for speed. It has a long and 
straightened keel line and is design with a V-shaped hull, which 
makes it rather easy to maneuvre for a kayak this size. The Malawi 
is designed also keeping longer trips and expeditions in mind, as it 
has four compartments in all – two larger compartments equipped 
with oval hatches and a minibox and day-hatch for easy to reach 
gear. This kayaks comes with rudder/skeg combination.
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SEA KAYAK > BOATS > K1 COMPOSITE

SPECS:
Length: 550 cm - width: 58 cm - volume: 367 l - weight: 20 kg (LCS), 25 kg (DCS) - paddler weight range: 60-120 kg - max. cap.: 165 kg

www.lettmann.de

LETTMANN - MAGELLAN TOURING PLUS

The Magellan is one of our most favorite sea kayaks. Available in 
two sizes this super stable expedition and touring kayak is safe, agile 
and easy to control, even in rough conditions like strong wind and 
huge waves. With our comfortable MAC-3-Cockpit, the easy to reach 
dayhatch and the two big storages you won´t miss any comfort, even 
on long journeys. Available in high or low volume version you can 
have our Maggelan with rudder or skeg or both.

SPECS:
Length: 485cm - width: 57cm - volume: 266 l - weight: 25kg (diolen) - paddler weight range: 65-125 kg

www.phseakayaks.com

P&H - ARIES

The Aries takes the dramatically different design features and 
benefi ts from the Delphin and refi nes them for composite material 
systems and for the lower impact environment where composite 
kayaks excel. Hard chines and a pronounced deck are smoothed, 
producing a very forgiving, speedy and lighter weight kayak. The 
Aries is ideal for anyone looking for a versatile, lightweight and 
stable kayak to explore the coastline and will excite those looking for 
a kayak to trip out to tide races to play the sea. 

SPECS:
Length: 555 cm - width: 58 cm - volume: 425 l - weight: weight: 28 kg (DCS), 24 kg (LCS), 22 kg (VCS) - paddler weight range: 60 - 130 kg

www.lettmann.de

LETTMANN - NORDSTERN EXPEDITION PLUS

For more than 30 years our Nordstern has been used on expeditions 
and sea kayak trips all around the world. This fast boat with a lot of 
volume and capacity for tons of gear is your chosen partner in every 
condition, no matter if you love to paddle rivers, lakes or the ocean. 
The integrated rudder and the lockable hatches are unique on the 
market and extremely valuable on your trips and journeys.

SPECS:
Length: 520 cm – With: 55 cm – Height: 36 cm – Weight: 24 kg – Total volume: 400 L – Volume stern: 138 L – Volume bow: 73 L – Front day hatch: 10 liter

www.mikskayaks.com

MIKS KAYAKS - MARLIN ACTIV

The Marlin Activ’s well designed construction details with a 
modern Swede Form hull ensure that  paddlers can enjoy effi cient 
and relaxed performances and experiences in varied and rough 
conditions. The Marlin is mainly designed for expedition use and 
kayakers who paddle both in calm and rough waters, carry out long 
distances and have the need for real capacity of carrying expedition 
loads. Moreover it offers superior performance for those who feel 
comfortable paddling with a rudder and who enjoy the super easy 
and quick maneuverability that the Kajak-Sport Activ rudder offers.

SPECS:
Length: 505 cm - width: 56 cm - weight: 22 kg - paddler weight range: up to 110 kg - max. cap.: 200 kg

www.aquariusport.com

AQUARIUS - EMOTION

This kayak is designed for dynamic paddlers, for whom the 
standard sea kayak size may be too large. Sea Emotion sizes make 
kayak control very easy and superior. This new boat is perfect for 
experienced paddlers, and is also a good choice for younger and 
lighter canoeists. This model was a base for us to create & design 
our fi rst polyethylene sea kayak. 
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SEA KAYAK > BOATS > K1 COMPOSITE

SPECS:
Length: 498 cm – Width: 55 cm – Weight: 23 kg – Total volume: 315 L – Volume stern: 90 L – Volume bow: 60 L – Front day hatch: 8 L

www.mikskayaks.com

 MIKS KAYAKS - VIKING ICON

The Viking Icon is a well-equipped, light and nimble British style sea 
kayak with Scandinavian features. These features represent: gently 
sloping V-hull, light paddling performance, increased stability, bigger 
volume for expedition use and excellent production quality. The 
Viking Icon is made for small to medium size paddlers, who prefer 
paddling with a great skeg kayak and love to control the kayak with 
their body. For those who want to sit comfortable in a well designed 
cockpit and enjoy the feeling of a well fi tted sea kayak in various 
conditions.

SPECS:
Length: 515cm - width: 55cm - volume: 360l - weight: 24.5 kg

www.northshoreseakayaks.co.uk

NORTH SHORE - ATLANTIC

Based on the original but smaller Shore-Line, the Atlantic is every 
inch a contemporary sea-touring kayak. Featuring the combination 
of a shallow ‘’V’’ hull and soft chines, the Atlantic gives the perfect 
blend of speed, responsiveness and predictability. These attributes 
boost confi dence in the less experienced whilst allowing the 
more experienced to push themselves even in more challenging 
conditions. 

SPECS:
Length: 521 cm - width: 52 cm - volume: 255 / 267 l - weight: 23,5 kg - paddler weight range: 65-100 kg

www.qajaq.it

QAJAQ - AQUA LV & MV

The evolution of the all-around performing kayak, inspired from both 
Island of Sardinia and Avanaq. Great performances and superb 
control for the ultimate water feeling. Valley products accessories.

SPECS:
Length: 455 cm - width: 66 cm - volume: 405 l - weight: 19,5 (LCS), 24,5 (DCS) - paddler weight range: 75 - 120

www.lettmann.de

LETTMANN - MAXI TOURING PLUS

For 2011, we reissued our classic touring kayak the “Maxi” – a 
super stable, fast and easy to maneuver touring kayak for rivers and 
lakes that makes you feel safe like in Abraham´s bosom. We also 
integrated our comfortable MAC-3-cockpit and a huge cockpit rim 
for large and strong paddlers. With day hatch and our new balance-
rudder, the Maxi 2011 is ready for big adventures or even for the 
short evening run on your home lake or river.
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SPECS:
Length: 513 cm - width: 53.1 cm – weight: 21-23.5 kg – volume: 329 L – paddler weight range: 60-95 kg

www.skimkayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 550 cm - width: 56 cm - volume: 340-376 l - weight: 23.5 kg - paddler weight range: 75-115 kg  

www.qajaq.it

SPECS:
Length: 503 cm - width: 53.1 cm - weight: 25.5 kg - volume: 322 L – Paddler weight range: 60-95 kg

www.skimkayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 585 cm - width: 52 cm - weight: 23.5-27 kg – Volume: 360 L – paddler weight range: 70-100 kg

www.skimkayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 4.35m - width: 59.5cm - weight: 12-18kg - paddler weight range: 55-110kg - max. cap.: 150kg

www.stellarkayaks.com

SKIM - BEAUFORT

The Skim Beaufort is a serious seaworthy kayak that combines a 
playful character with long range expedition features. Fully loaded 
the Beaufort will still be a stable easy maneuverable kayak with high 
cruising speeds. By using the newest computer technology the Skim 
design team has been able to fi nd the ultimate balance between 
play and expedition a combination that has long been thought of 
as impossible. Beaufort is like all Skim Kayaks, built with the best 
materials and components on the market and of superior quality 
and fi nish. 

QAJAQ - SEA WOLF LV & HV

Hard chines and big volume for a spacious comfortable performing 
kayak. A fast and versatile kayak for big expeditions, available now 
even in the low volume version. 

SKIM - BRAVE HEART

The Brave Heart coastal kayak is fast and maneuverable. Great for 
playing in rough water yet still  comfortable carving turns, the Brave 
Heart also has storage space for longer trips. If you are a paddler 
aiming to improve your skills and like to face challenging conditions, 
the Brave Heart will be your choice. 30 years of experience in kayak 
building and knowledge of the newest composite technology’s 
enabled the Skim design team to come up with a design that is 
unmatched at this stage. 

SKIM - DISTANCE 

A long-range kayak for those who aren’t discouraged by a little 
blizzard. The boat’s length and profi le give it a suffi cient loading 
capacity in combination with seaworthiness and reliable tracking in 
hard wind and rough seas. The hull’s shape gives this long kayak 
exceptional maneuverability. And the keyhole ensures essential 
contact between paddler and boat and makes exits and entries in 
winter outfi t easy. The kayak has three watertight compartments and 
is standard equipped with Kajak-Sport skeg system.

STELLAR - S14 TOURING KAYAK

When designing the Stellar 14’ (S14) Touring Kayak, we wanted to 
have a boat that was effi cient through the water, yet stable. Unlike 
any other boat of this length, the S14 has the speed of a much longer 
boat, but beginners can feel comfortable paddling it. Two water tight 
hatches allow for ample storage for day and overnight trips, while 
the retractable skeg in the stern helps with tracking. Its short length 
and light weight make it ideal for those who want a high performance 
boat, but are short on storage space or frequently car-top their boat.
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SEA KAYAK > BOATS > K1 COMPOSITE

SPECS:
Length: 4.95m - width: 56.2 - weight: 14-20.5kg - paddler weight range: 55-110kg - max. cap.: 160kg 

www.stellarkayaks.com

STELLAR - S16 TOURING KAYAK

The Stellar 16 (S16) Touring Kayak was designed for speed and 
stability for long distance tours. We added a moderate concavity 
along the keel of the bow and stern to help with tracking in rough 
conditions. For windy days and following seas, a drop-down rudder 
off the stern will help keep your course. Higher decks allow for a 
dryer paddle in rough conditions and a large stern and medium bow 
compartment provide ample storage for your longer tours.

SPECS:
Length: 5.5m - width: 54.7cm - weight: 14.5-22.5kg - paddler weight range: 55-110kg - max. cap.: 160kg

www.stellarkayaks.com

STELLAR - S18 TOURING KAYAK

Similar to the S16, the Stellar 18 (S18) Touring Kayak was designed 
for speed and stability for long distance tours. With additional length 
and reduced beam, this boat glides through the water. Moderate 
concavity along the keel of the bow and stern helps with tracking in 
rough conditions. For windy days and following seas, a drop-down 
rudder off the stern will help keep your course. Higher decks allow 
for a dryer paddle in rough conditions. and a large stern and medium 
bow compartment provide ample storage for your longer tours.

SPECS:
Length: 545 cm - width: 53 cm - weight: TGC: 23-25 kg, TGC-lite: 22-24 kg, TCA: 20-24 kg, TCI-lite: 17-19 kg - paddler weight range: 80-115 kg - max. cap.: 135 kg

www.tahemarine.com

TAHE MARINE - GREENLAND T

This is the kayak you have to try out if you are into Greenland style 
paddling. Maybe one of the most well recognized kayaks on the 
market today. With classic lines and low volume it has given many 
paddlers the joy and the interest of trying something new, or going 
“back to the basics” with traditional design. Tahe Marine Greenland 
style kayaks have particularly low volume and a tight fi t to your body, 
which gives you full control of what you are doing and provides you 
with the feeling of being closer to the water than ever.

SPECS:
Length: 505 cm - width: 54 cm

www.tahemarine.com

TAHE MARINE - WIND SOLO

The Wind Solo was the fi rst composite kayak in the Wind range 
introduced for the 2007 season. Now as a renewed third generation 
model for 2012 we have listened to our customers and improved 
this very popular model even more! Our Wind series is designed for 
speed. They are the fastest sea touring kayaks in the Tahe Marine 
line. Winds are an excellent choice for marathons, exercise trips and 
longer expeditions. The shallow V hull ensures fast acceleration, 
speed, and a nice balance between maneuverability and tracking. 
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SPECS:
Length: 545cm - width: 53cm - weight: 36cm - paddler weight range: 185-275lbs

www.valleyseakayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 525cm - width: 35cm - weight: 32cm - paddler weight range: 90-180cm  

www.valleyseakayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 570 cm - width: 57 cm - weight: 24 kg - paddler weight range: 70-100 kg

www.worldkayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 538 cm - width: 59 cm - volume: 415 l - weight: 25kg - paddler weight range: 70-100kg

www.worldkayaks.com

VALLEY - NORDKAPP

One of the most famous sea kayaks in the world is also available 
in what Valley consider to be the best roto-moulded polyethylene 
(PE) construction available. Retaining all the legendary handling 
expected of a Nordkapp and features of an expedition ready kayak, 
the Nordkapp PE is a true combination of performance and value.

VALLEY - ETAIN 17.3

The Etain has a very slight Swede form but is mostly neutral. Swede 
form boats have their widest point rear of center and, in theory, all 
other things being equal will be slightly quicker than other boats. 
But it is the perception of speed that is more...coming past and you 
have a paddle stroke that is more noticeable because you are now 
paddling in a narrower part of the boat giving a better sensation of 
the water coming past and a paddling stroke that is less encumbered 
by the deck of the boat. The Etain is designed to appeal to paddlers 
looking for an expedition style boat with this more contemporary feel.
Winner of Canoe & Kayaks Composite Boat of the year 2011. 

WORLDKAYAKS - COMMANDER TYPE-S

The Commander type-S is an expedition kayak in the new series. 
It is a sea kayak for those with a passion for long distance paddling 
and who want an exclusive design that radiates sportiness. This 
kayak was also designed by Boris Jakovlev, the team’s specialist in 
hydrodynamics. He has used the principles of design with a round 
hull form for this kayak to produce predictable and well-balanced 
sea-going qualities important to the kayak’s area of use. The focus 
on design of the hull was to give the kayak a smooth tracking action 
and a high degree of stability in a sea environment. 

WORLDKAYAKS - WK540

In brief, the WK540 is an easy-going sea kayak with good volume. 
The width of 59 cm may seem a bit more than the usual width of 
composite sea kayaks, but it guarantees you excellent stability. 
The long waterline and fast bottom shape, on the other hand, 
compensate the loss in speed; moreover, with this boat you may 
leave the concern for keeping up with the speed of fellow kayakers 
to the others. A roomy, front deck...larger-sized paddlers can feel 
comfortable.

SPECS:
Length: 547 cm - width: 547 cm - volume: Front 80 l / 21 gal - Aft 110 l / 29 gal - weight: 16.5 kg - paddler weight range: 45-86 kg / 100-190lbs

http://swiftinternational.biz/kayaks/

KAYAKPRO - NEMO

Designed by Rob Feloy to be the fastest in its class. Fast and smooth 
on fl at water. Easy and predictable in a following sea (sea kayaks). 
The Nemo has a low volume cockpit area to allow unrestricted 
paddling action. The Nemo is a remarkably stable performance 
kayak, and unlike many kayaks it is specifi cally designed for the 
lighter paddlers. It comes as standard, fi tted with bulkheads, 
decklines with recessed deck fi ttings, carrying handles, hatches a 
‘’Gas-peddle’’ rudder system, and the option of an upgrade carbon 
fi bre rudder. Our higher volume version of this boat is the Marlin.
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SEA KAYAK > BOATS > K1 COMPOSITE

SPECS:
Length: 550 cm - width: 54 cm - weight: A-core: 24-26 kg, 3D C-core: 20-22 kg - paddler weight range: 85-120 kg - max. cap.: 140 kg

www.zegulmarine.com

SPECS:
Length: 520 cm - width: 53 cm - weight: A-core: 22-24 kg, 3D C-core: 19-21 KG - paddler weight range: 80-110 kg - max. cap.: 130 kg

www.zegulmarine.com

ZEGUL - 520 HV

A high volume version of the Zegul 520, introduced for more gear 
and slightly bigger cockpit room. With rocker and a more symmetrical 
hull-shape this is a playful kayak. Hard chine, fl at V-shape bottom 
with fi ne endings to bow and stern, it’s made to maneuver. Low 
profi le and easy to roll. Stainless steel rods for a towing system or to 
lock on a roof rack, and lots of cords on the deck for all of your gear. 
You have a choice if this kayak is equipped with the original skeg 
system or/and rudder system.

ZEGUL - 550

Zegul 550 is equally suited for expeditions, exercise and play. The 
stern deck is signifi cantly lower than the bow deck, and the hull of 
Zegul 550 is designed so that you will be able to turn effortlessly 
even without the rudder. The kayak is fast and stable and thus the 
perfect kayak to accept any challenge you might confront on the 
water. These characteristics in combination with the timeless design 
and innovative materials create a kayak for those who really love 
to paddle.

SPECS:
Length: 488cm - width: 56cm - weight: 33cm - paddler weight range: 100-180lb

www.valleyseakayaks.com

VALLEY - AVOCET

Ideally suited to small paddlers, and especially women, the Avocet is 
compact without compromising performance. Also a playful and fun 
day boat for the average paddler, it was developed from the popular 
Pintail but improved to provide better tracking and more forgiveness 
yet retaining its original lively handling.  Also Available in an LV 
model and a Thermoformed Version

SPECS:
Length: 454 cm - width: 52-59 cm - weight: 15.5 kg - paddler weight range: 20-100kg

http://swiftinternational.biz/kayaks

KAYAKPRO - NAMU

The Namu is a fast and effi cient fi tness and recreational kayak. 
Stable, with great tracking. Its design is optimized to perform 
extraordinarily well, both on the ocean and on fl at water. It is fully 
fi tted-out with deck lines, recessed deck fi ttings, hatches and 
bulkheads, a pull-up smart track rudder and adjustable footrest 
system; it also incorporates an adjustable Italian seat, to allow you 
to trim the Namu to perfection. The Namu is available in 3 unique 
design sizes to create a better fi tting and better performing boat. 
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SEA KAYAK

K1 PLASTIC
Heavier than composite boats, but offering more varied use and more durability in 

the event of impact.

SEA KAYAK > BOATS > K1 PLASTIC

SPECS:
Length: 505 cm - width: 56 cm - weight: 25 kg - paddler weight range: 70-100 kg

www.aquariusport.com

SPECS:
Length: 515 cm - width: 57 cm - weight: 25 cm - paddler weight range: 55-100 kg

www.exokayak.com

SPECS:
Length: 450 cm / 14' 9" - width: 60 cm / 23.5" - weight: 25 kg / 55 lbs - max. cap.: 140 kg / 300 lbs

www.robson.de
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AQUARIUS - SEA EMOTION PE

First polyethylene sea kayak by Aquarius. Sea Emotion is shorter 
and narrower compared to the standard Aquarius sea kayaks line. 
It is V-shaped, giving optimal stability without losing its dynamic 
character and speed. Good quality for a reasonable price makes the 
Sea Emotion very popular 

EXO - XM515

The XM515 is our new high-performance sea kayak, completely 
made with cutting-edge digital modelling programs, representing 
the best performance for a polyethylene kayak. This sea kayak is 
equipped with 3 waterproof storage lockers, an adjustable seat, 
integrated knee pads, predisposition for rudder and instruments 
and so is suitable for the demanding kayaker looking for a high-
performance sea kayak for sea trekking on both long and short 
distance routes. 

ROBSON - TITRIS 14

Trim and well balanced the Titris 14’s good natured design embraces 
spur of the moment outings to multi-day adventures. A stable hull 
design helps to develop skills and handles chop with ease. The 
well thought out deck, bow & stern hatches & bulkheads provide 
ample space for storage. The cockpit, outfi tted with adjustable foot 
rests, thigh braces & backrest, maintains comfort on a long journey. 
Rudder ready.

SPECS:
Length: 515 cm - width: 56 cm - weight: 25-27 kg - paddler weight range: 80-110 kg - max. cap.: 130 kg

www.tahemarine.com
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TAHE MARINE - REVAL MIDI PE

The Reval Midi PE model was introduced for the 2012 season, due 
to the huge success of the composite version.The Reval Midi is an 
ideal choice for adrenaline seekers, as this kayak has a wonderful 
stability and navigability even in breaking waves and strong winds. 
The hull is designed with rocker and upswept bow and stern to 
handle any challenging conditions of the sea. The kayak deck is 
equipped with a round, an oval and a day-hatch for easier entry 
into compartments. The Reval series kayaks are equipped with 
retractable skeg or retractable skeg/rudder option.
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SPECS:
Length: 16’6’’ - width: 27.6’’ - weight: 61 lbs - max. cap.: 265 lbs

www.rtmkayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 490 cm - width: 54 cm - weight: 23-25 kg - paddler weight range: 70-100 kg - max. cap.: 120 kg

www.tahemarine.com
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TAHE MARINE - REVAL MINI LC PE

The Reval Mini LC PE model was introduced for the 2012 season, due 
to the huge success of the composite version. The Reval Mini LC was 
designed keeping in mind a higher volume version than the regular 
one. Although it ended up with a lot of similarities to the Reval Mini, it is 
still a slightly different kayak. With two cm wider hull and more volume, 
this kayak is defi nitely suitable for a medium sized paddler who wants 
to enjoy a roomier cockpit area whilst paddling. The LC cockpit with 
thighbraces provides a much easier entry and good support. 

RTM - YSAK SK

New for 2012, the Ysak With Skeg. The Ysak is the ideal long 
distance touring kayak. Its long waterline ensures excellent tracking 
and a comfortable paddle. It has high volume storage compartments 
and the option of fi tting a rudder. The Ysak’s large hatch covers 
provide easy and convenient access. 

SPECS:
Length: 505 cm - width: 54 cm - weight: 24-26 kg - paddler weight range: 80-110 kg - max. cap.: Approx. 130 kg

www.tahemarine.com
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TAHE MARINE - WIND SOLO PE

The Wind Solo was the fi rst composite kayak in the Wind range 
introduced for 2007 season. Now as a renewed third generation 
model for 2012 we have listened to our customers and improved 
this very popular model even more! At the same time we have also 
introduced a high-density superlinear sandwich construction plastic 
version of this very popular model for 2012 season. Our Wind series 
is designed for speed. They are the fastest sea touring kayaks in 
the Tahe Marine line. Winds are an excellent choice for marathons, 
exercise trips and longer expeditions.

SIZES: CAPELLA 160, CAPELLA 166 
CAPELLA 166 SPECS:
Length: 505cm - width: 56cm - volume: 349ltrs - weight: 24.5 kg - paddler weight range: 166 – 65-120kgs

www.venturekayaks.com
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VENTURE - CAPELLA 166

Proven performance sea kayaks with a long heritage within P&H sea 
kayaks, the Capella has been there, done that and got the T-Shirt. This 
boat will continue to prove its versatility in the Venture range as a single 
skin kayak offering true sea kayak handling. Suitable for everything from 
relaxed expeditions on larger rivers, lakes and coastal areas, to open 
crossings and multi day trips in challenging conditions. 
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SIZES: BAFFIN 16’6’’, BAFFIN 17’, BAFFIN 17’6’’
Baffi n 17’’ SPECS:
Length: 17’ - width: 22.25” - volume: 99 gal - weight: 60 lbs - paddler weight range: 140-225 lbs

www.canadian-trading.de

SPECS:
Length: 420 cm - width: 64 cm - weight: 24 kg - max. cap.: 136 kg

www.clearwaterdesignboats.com

SPECS:
Length: 16.5’/ 490 cm - width: 22”/ 56 cm - volume: 12.9 ft³ / 365 L - weight: 50 lbs / 22.7 kg - paddler weight range: 140-225 lbs / 64-125 kg

www.eddyline.com

SPECS:
Length: 13’ 10” / 390 cm - width: 22.5” / 57 cm - volume: 10.2 ft³ / 289 L - weight: 43 lbs / 19.5 kg - paddler weight range: 100-175 lbs / 45-80 kg

www.eddyline.com

EDDYLINE - SAMBA

You will feel like you are dancing when you slip into the snug keyhole 
cockpit and feel the effortless acceleration from your paddle strokes. 
Have a little maneuvering to do? Just edge this sweetie on its side 
and with a stroke of the paddle you will feel her carve like a fi ne 
German knife. Need to get across that big channel? Drop the skeg 
down and feel the rails set in for great straight tracking. Quartering 
seas or cross winds a bother? Just fi ne-tune the skeg position to 
neutralize the problem and keep on with your normal stroke. This 
boat is just plain fun!

SPECS:
Length: 14' / 427cm - width: 25" / 64cm - weight: 55lbs / 25kg - max. cap.: 300lb / 136kg

www.pelicansport.com

ELIE - STRAIT 140 XE

Winner of Outside Magazine’s 2011 ‘’Gear of the Year’’ award, this 
kayak offers a unique combination of performance, durability and 
design, making it fast, easily manoeuvrable and extremely stable. 
Made of lightweight and durable Poly-XR™, it is said to feel ‘’as 
stiff as any composite kayak at half the price.’’ Elie uses Twin Sheet 
Thermoforming to produce the industry’s stiffest, strongest and most 
durable polyethylene kayaks. 

BOREAL DESIGN - BAFFIN

Boreal Design can now make sure that all kayakers will be able 
to paddle a Baffi n that fi ts them properly in terms of volume and 
material. For the next season it comes in three different sizes in 
composite and polyethylene versions. Its thoroughly designed hull 
presents hard chines teamed with a shallow V hull, which gives 
the Baffi n a superior manoeuvrability without taking away any of its 
speed. 

CLEAR WATER DESIGN - ALGONQUIN

The Algonquin kayak has a very large, spacious cockpit area making 
entry & exit very easy. This super straight tracking kayak is very 
fast on the water. Standard features include a foot controlled rudder 
system, padded seat with pump up lumbar support, 2 bulkheads, 3 
storage compartments, thigh pads, self rescue straps, deck rigging 
and carry handles.

EDDYLINE - FATHOM

The Fathom is sure to please the paddler looking for that extra 
edge of performance regardless of your skill level. Its highly effi cient 
hull is fast, nearly effortless to accelerate to speed, yet carries a 
comfortable degree of initial stability. The combination of hard 
chines and a healthy degree of rocker provide high secondary 
stability making leaned carved turns and bow rudder turns a breeze. 
The Fathom tracks well either forward or backwards and subtle 
deployment of the skeg in small increments allows for fi ne tuning in 
any wind/wave or gear loaded confi guration.
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SPECS:
Length: 14’ / 430 cm - width: 23.5” / 59cm - weight: 45 lbs / 20 kgs - max. cap.: 250 lbs / 113 kgs

www.hurricaneaquasports.com

HURRICANE - TAMPICO 140 S

You’ll ask yourself if you’re actually touching the water. That’s how 
sweet the glide is on the 45-pound Tampico 140S. It’s big time 
composite performance. The subtle yet sheer line on this boat slices 
through everything in its path, including heavy chop. Translation? 
You stay dry and go fast. And with an integrated keel line, it tracks 
like it’s on rails. We’ve designed it with ample storage for wandering, 
so you can comfortably take the Tampico out for a couple of days. 

SPECS:
Length: 13’5’’ - width: 23’’ - weight: 52.5 lb

www.jacksonkayak.com

JACKSON KAYAK - JOURNEY

This touring model is all about balance, blending stability with 
outstanding performance characteristics and exceptional comfort 
whether you’re a beginner that is learning the basics or the most 
seasoned paddler looking for a confi dence-inspiring boat for heavy-
water rock garden paddling. Ample storage and attention to comfort 
invite multi-day adventures. Comes standard with Smart Track 
rudder system for precision paddling although is available without if 
cost is a priority. Comes in two Lengths, 13.5 and 14.

SPECS:
Length: 485cm - width: 57cm - volume: 267 l - weight: 26.5kg - paddler weight range: 65-125kg

www.phseakayaks.com

P&H - DELPHIN

This new P&H Delphin 155 turns traditional sea kayak design on its 
head and challenges many preconceived ideas of how a sea kayak 
should look and behave. The cockpit has been moved backwards and 
the stern squared off so the bow just kisses the water, but when paddling 
the stern engages and aids tracking. This combination is unique to the 
Delphin creating a kayak that is long enough to paddle like a traditional 
sea kayak on fl at water with enough speed to keep up with the pack 
but will transform into a new genre of free-ride sea kayak when it hits 
moving water, coming alive in tide races, over falls and surging water. 

SPECS:
Length: 449 cm - width: 60cm - weight: 22.5kg

www.northshoreseakayaks.co.uk

NORTHSHORE - ASPECT RM

Featuring the same shallow ‘V’ hull and soft chines as its composite 
namesake, the Atlantic RM gives the same blend of speed 
responsiveness and predictability. The combination of its tough 
RM shell and several unique design features makes this one of the 
safest and best value plastic sea-touring kayaks currently available. 
Available in 2 sizes.
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SIZES: EXPRESSION 14, EXPRESSION 15
EXPRESSION 17’’ SPECS:
Length: 15= 456cm / 14= 442cm - width: 15= 61cm / 14= 59cm - weight: 15= 26kg / 14= 24kg - max. cap.: 15= 140kg / 14= 130kg

www.perceptionkayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 380 cm - width: 62 cm - volume: 285 l - weight: 22 kg - paddler weight range: 50 - 70 kg - max. cap.: 80 kg

www.prijon.com

SPECS:
Length: 500 cm - width: 57 cm - volume: 335 L - weight: 26 kg - paddler weight range: 50-85 kg - max. cap.: 100 kg

www.prijon.com

PERCEPTION - EXPRESSION

Launched just last year, the Perception Expression has already 
proven itself as a versatile sporty tourer. With impressive forward 
speed, smooth glide and sharp looks, you’d be forgiven for thinking 
you were in a full length sea kayak. That is until you raise the spring-
loaded skeg and benefi t from the slight rocker that enables the quick 
manoeuvring perfect for rock hopping, tidal races and surfi ng. 

PRIJON - DAYLINER S

The DAYLINER S is a short, light single tourer for lakes and rivers. 
Smaller, lighter paddlers will feel at ease in this boat right away. 
Thanks to the fl at, well-cushioned thigh rest, the ideal seating position 
is quickly adopted. The Dayliner S has two watertight bulkheads 
and a comfortable seating area. The simple deck equipment saves 
weight and we can offer a favourable base price.

PRIJON - SEAYAK 500 LV

The 500 LV is a sporty fast kayak for smaller and lighter paddlers. 
Main features are the slim and sporty form, small overall volume 
as well as a seating hatch with an ideal seating position for smaller 
paddlers. Due to the fl at upper boat at the rear, the 500LV is not very 
susceptible to lateral wind and offers a lot of backspace when rolling 
up. Characteristic lines on the lower boat, derived from our V-frame, 
provide the 500LV with a high tracking quality as well as good agility 
across the lateral edge. 

SPECS:
Length: 14.’6’’ / 442 cm - width: 22.5’’ / 57 cm - weight: 63.5 lbs / 28.8 kg - max. cap.: 325 lbs / 147 kg

www.riotkayaks.com

RIOT - EDGE 14.5

With its slender bow and slim deck profi le, the rudder-equipped Edge 
14.5 is where elegance and effi ciency cross paths: it has just the 
right amount of chine and keel to make it track well, yet has a swift 
and versatile character. And to top it all off, it has most of the features 
serious sea kayaks call their own, minus the snobbishness.

SPECS:
Length: 14' 6" / 442 cm – width: 24.5" / 62 cm – weight: 61 lbs / 28 kg – cockpit: 35" x 20.5'' / 89 x 51 cm – max. capacity 350 lbs / 158.5 kg

www.liquidlogickayaks.com

LIQUIDLOGIC - INUIT 14.5

Why choose a touring kayak that’s hard to paddle when there’s an 
easy kayak right here? More than a few sea kayak afi cionados have 
had their eyes opened by the 14.5. It’s the speediest Inuit model 
and still exhibits the family’s comforting stability and true tracking. In 
other words, you get touring kayak performance in a boat that has 
recreational kayak manners. You’ll be comfortable, you’ll be stable, 
and you’ll keep pace with those bigger boats. 
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SPECS:
Length: 518 cm - width: 59 cm - volume: 370 L - weight: 27 kg - paddler weight range: 80-120 kg - max. cap.: 140 kg

www.prijon.com

PRIJON - SEAYAK 520 HV

The 520 HV is geared at medium and high weight. Long luggage 
tours across open waters are its domain. The dished sides of the 
lower boat provide it with a reliable secondary stability. Flat on the 
water the 520 HV possesses a high tracking quality, but is easy to 
maneuver along bends via its lateral edges. 

SPECS:
Length: 16’6’’ / 503 cm - width: 21.75’’ / 55 cm - weight: 62.8 lbs / 28.5 kg - max. cap.: 350-159 kg

www.riotkayaks.com

RIOT - BRITTANY 16.5

Our proven, award-winning British-style sea kayak, the Brittany’s 
reputation speaks for itself: fast and agile, yet accessible to paddlers 
of all skills, its stability instantly makes you feel at ease while its 
moderate width makes it possible for expert paddlers to express 
all the subtlety that is possible to bring in fi ne sea kayak handling. 
Plenty of deck storage, a compass recess, lifelines and safety 
straps complete the package, with all due respect to the tradition of 
elegance the Brittany belongs to.

SPECS:
Length: 11’ / 335cm - width: 27’’ / 69 cm - weight: 54 lbs / 24.5 kg - max. cap.: 275 lbs / 125 kg

www.riotkayaks.com

RIOT - EDGE 11

L ow on the water, the stable and agile Edge 11 literally feels like 
a shrunk-down sea kayak thanks to its progressive chine and a 
generous, yet sleek outline. The integrated keel makes its hull stiff 
and the skeg lets it focus on destination, while the front deck rigging 
and rear watertight compartment take care of your belongings. 

SPECS:
Length: 13’ / 396 cm - width: 25’’ / 64 cm - weight: 56.9 lbs / 25.8 kg - max. cap.: 300 lbs – 136 kg

www.riotkayaks.com

RIOT - EDGE 13

With an eye-pleasing low deck profi le so you don’t feel lost inside, 
and a package of features that would make any sea kayak blush with 
envy, the Edge 13 brings together harmony of shape and relevancy 
of features. Its hull offers a nice blend of primary and secondary 
stability, so you’ll be comfortable immediately, in a boat that will grow 
with you.
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SPECS:
Length: 13’ / 396 cm - width: 26’’ / 66 cm - weight: 53.4 lbs / 24.2 kg - max. cap.: 300 lbs / 136 kg

www.riotkayaks.com

RIOT - ENDURO 13

A bit of front deck rigging, a rod holder and two watertight hatches 
were just what it took to complete this racy kayak’s list of offerings. 
Amongst other items are speed, amazing secondary stability and 
tracking, thanks to a streamline, grooved hull that brings this fairly 
short kayak to life so it can stand its ground with much longer units.

SPECS:
Length: 12’ / 366 cm - width: 28’’ / 71 cm - weight: 57.7 lbs / 26.2 kg - max. cap.: 350 lbs – 159 kg

www.riotkayaks.com

RIOT - ENDURO 12

Wide and stable, the Enduro 12 is all about safety and cargo capacity. 
Its gently grooved hull and integrated skeg have well-blended 
durability and tracking, while the structured deck, large cockpit with 
thighbraces and front and rear watertight compartments allow you 
to use it in a wide range of adventures, from simply cruising around 
to carrying all your gear to tackle that elusive bass you saw on the 
other side of the bay.

SPECS:
Length: 14’ / 427 cm - width: 24’’ / 61 cm - weight: 61.3 lbs / 27.8 kg - max. cap.: 325 lbs / 148 kg

www.riotkayaks.com

RIOT - ENDURO 14

Close your eyes and you will think you are handling the fi nest of 
sea kayaks. Open them and you will fi nd yourself surrounded with 
just the soundest features to properly enjoy a day on the water: 
watertight compartments, front deck rigging, paddle hook, rudder 
and a unique, racy style that will make you vow you’ll never close 
your eyes again on the Enduro 14.

SPECS:
Length: 15’6’’ / 472 cm - width: 24’’ / 61 cm - weight: 61.7 lbs / 28 kg - max. cap.: 325 lbs – 148 kg

www.riotkayaks.com

RIOT - EVASION 15.5

The only true hybrid of rec and sea kayak, the Evasion has the 
distinctive concave multi-chine hull design that has led our kayaks 
in the durability hall-of-fame, yet with the fi nesse it takes to keep up 
with the best greenlanders in terms of speed and tracking. Cap that 
with a low, sleek deck and plenty of rigging, and you’ve got a very 
functional and exciting unit.

SPECS:
Length: 430 cm - width: 60 cm - volume: 300 l - weight: 25 kg - paddler weight range: 95 kg

www.roto.si

ROTO - BURAN EXPEDITION

A sea kayak with a shorter hull for additional manoeuverability 
and more rocker for greater secondary stability and easier turning. 
Available in 3 different versions basic - weekend - expedition
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SPECS:
Length: 534 cm - width: 57 cm - weight: 25kg

www.welhonpesa.fi 

WELHONPESA - BIGFOOT 1

BigFoot is for paddlers seeking good access into the cockpit and 
good footroom but still wanting a well performing kayak in the most 
demanding condions. The BigFoot has a low back deck which gives 
the paddler a great position for eskimo rolls and for lower wind effect. 
The slightly V-shaped hull has been designed to be very stable.

SPECS:
Length: 445 cm - width: 58 cm - weight: 23 kg - max. cap.: 130 kg

www.winnerkayak.co.uk

WINNER KAYAK - DREAMER

The Dreamer was so named as it is the dream child of innovative 
design and customer requirements. The two years on the drawing 
board eventually produced a sea touring kayak that weighs in at just 
23 kg, without compromising hull stability. At such a low weight it 
still has a maximum capacity of 130 kg. It is a credit to the design 
team, that such a light kayak is perfect for comfortable, long distance 
paddling. Be it for the beginner or the novice, the Dreamer is an 
excellent choice of sea tourer.

SPECS:
Length : 12’ / 366 cm - width 28” / 71 cm - weight: 50 lbs / 23 kg - max load: 325lbs / 147 kg

www.bicsportkayaks.com

BIC SPORT - ADVENTURE 120

The new Adventure 120 Sit-in is as easy to paddle as a sit-on-top 
but with a bit of extra glide and great for paddling on lakes, rivers, 
lagoons and calm seas. Fast and stable, it’s aimed at kayakers 
looking for a great compromise between extra glide and less volume. 
The wide cockpit shape assures a hassle-free launch and land. 
Adjustable foot rests and the high quality ‘’Ergofl ex Seating’’ seat 
give excellent paddle comfort. The padded knee rests add an extra 
and very welcome touch.

Sea kayak, Canoe, Sit on Top,
Rec Boating, Outtriggers, Stand Up

www.paddleworld.com
www.facebook.com/paddleworld
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K2 COMPOSITE
Made from a combination of CARBON, Kevlar and fi berglass, they are lighter than 

their plastic counterparts but less durable in the event of impact.

SEA KAYAK > BOATS > K2 COMPOSITE

SPECS:
Length: 639 cm - width: 66 cm - volume: 631 L - weight: 40kg

www.worldkayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 650 cm - width: 59 cm - volume: 675 l - weight: 22-35 kg - paddler weight range: up to 120 kg

www.cscanoe.com

SPECS:
Length: 650 cm / 21’3’’ - width: 57 cm / 22.45’’ - weight: 25kg - paddler weight range: 40-100kg / 90-220 lbs per person

http://swiftinternational.biz/kayaks/

SPECS:
Length: 550 cm - width: 76 cm - volume: 680 l - weight: 32 kg (LCS), 38 kg (DCS) - max. cap.: 280 kg

www.lettmann.de
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WORLDKAYAKS - WK640 

Let us introduce to you the sensation for the 2012 season among 
double sea kayaks - WK640. It is a fantastic combination of speed 
and volume. Thanks to the middle compartment this boat has 
more dry storage space than the majority of doubles. Because of 
the shape and dimensions of the bottom, this boat is really fast. It 
has a relatively low deck for a double and therefore there is enough 
comfort for shorter paddlers as well. 

CS CANOE - CALYPSO EXPLORER PRO21

A double kayak for the sea and fl at water suitable for long trips 
and camping. Its hard-chined hull makes it stable in all conditions, 
particularly in waves, as well as allowing easy turns and high 
cruising speeds, allied to a high loading capacity. The Calypso 21 
is a dependable, easy-to-use boat, ideal for those starting out in 
the sport, allowing them to paddle straightaway in complete safety. 
Other deck accessories can be special ordered.

KAYAKPRO - ZAZZZU

Zazzzu K2 is based on the award winning features of the Nemo — 
but in a double Kayak. It is a fast, ocean and fl at racing K2 — stable 
and able to contend with all conditions. Its pronounced buoyant 
bow allows ease in surfi ng without fear of burying. Zazzzu K2 out-
performs any other all–condition K2’s in both fl at water and on the 
ocean, its stability allows it to be paddled by all. It comes complete 
with hatches, deck-lines peddle rudder system, has paddle cut-
aways and is fi tted with a Smart-track retractable rudder. 

LETTMANN - OZEAN III TOURING PLUS

The Lettmann Ozean III is an easy to handle sea and touring kayak 
with a very stable bottom. That makes it perfect for beginners and 
experienced kayakers. The dynamic appearance shows all new 
Lettmann design features of the “Touring Plus” concept. A real 
innovation is the third cockpit in the middle, which could be used as 
extra storage or a kids or dogs cockpit. This possibility of modifying 
it for all changes in life makes the Ozean III one of the best family 
boats on the market.
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SPECS:
Length: 604 cm – width: 65 cm – weight: 36 kg – total volume: 685 L – volume stern: 115 L – volume bow: 60 L

www.mikskayaks.com

MIKS KAYAKS - UNALASKA ACTIV

The Unalaska is a versatile and spacious double kayak. It 
is a favored choice for longer open sea crossings as well 
as ordinary family use. It is very easy to pack and its load capacity is 
remarkable. The Unalaska is stable and quite easy to maneuver in 
rough sea. The sense of steady stability is a key factor for the secure 
feeling you get while paddling the Unalaska. The distance between 
the paddlers is long enough so that they can practice different 
paddling styles and pace. The Kajak-Sport Activ rudder extends the 
control and maneuverability of the kayak in rough conditions.

SPECS:
Length: 610 cm - width: 64 cm - volume: 625 l- weight: 36 kg

www.northshoreseakayaks.co.uk

NORTHSHORE - ATLANTIC 2

This high performance double has characteristics that match those 
of its single namesakes. This combination of confi dence-inspiring 
stability and high cruising speed makes it a fantastic double for any 
length of trip. 

SPECS:
Length: 530 cm - width: 71 cm - weight: 18-29.5kg - paddler weight range: 55kg – 110kg - max. cap.: 230kg

www.stellarkayaks.com

STELLAR - ST17

The Stellar Tandem 17 is ideal for family outings in lakes and rivers. 
The wide beam provides a stable platform for paddling and the 
generous cockpit openings make it easy to enter and exit the boat. 
Dry storage in bow and stern hatches provide ample room for your 
gear, whether a light snack or gear for a multiple day adventure.

SPECS:
Length: 16’6’’ / 503 cm - width: 26’’ / 66 cm - weight: 89.3 lbs / 40.5 kg - max. cap.: 550-250 kg

www.riotkayaks.com

RIOT - POLARITY 16.5

The fastest rotomolded tandem and amongst the shortest and 
easiest to handle, the Polarity has this distinctive catamaran hull that 
makes it quick, stable and durable all at once. Plenty of room for 
storage in the front and rear compartments, a full lifeline and lots 
of deck rigging complement this fun boat with a touch of safety and 
convenience.

SEA KAYAK
K2 PLASTIC
Heavier than composite boats, but offering more varied use and more durability in the event of impact.
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SURF SKI
Built for speed on the ocean and designed for training, day trips or racing, these long, sleek designs have 

exceptional tracking and allow paddlers to move swiftly through waves and rough sea conditions. 

SEA KAYAK > BOATS > SURF SKI

SPECS:
Length: 656 cm - width: 39 cm - weight: 18 kg - paddler weight range: 70-110 kg

www.aquariusport.com

SPECS:
Length: 520 cm - width: 44 cm - weight: 8.5 / 10.5 / 12 kg - paddler weight range: 45-110 kg

www.citius-kayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 515 cm - width: 57 cm - weight: 23 kg - paddler weight range: 55-100 kg

www.exokayak.com

SPECS:
Length: 555 cm - width: 55 cm - weight: Club: 18 kg (39.71 lbs) Advantage: 16 kg (35.30 lbs) Pro: 14 kg (30.89 lbs) Pro Ultra: 11,5 kg (25.37 lbs) - paddler 
weight range: 50-100 kg - max. cap.: 120 kg

www.seabirddesigns.com
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AQUARIUS - SEA BANDIT

New feeling on water straight from Hawaii. Fast and stable thanks 
to the special outrigger fl oat on the left. This discipline is more and 
more popular and you can enjoy it now. Take your OC1 for surfi ng or 
racing. But, don’t forget to take your paddle.

CITIUS - CITIUS 44

A great kayak for former competitive paddlers who prefer a more 
stable kayak for training and races. Citius 44 gives you the feeling 
of sitting in a competition kayak, but it is far more stable. The racing 
seating position and narrow front deck provides for a great catch. 
The Citius 44 is used by many former competitive paddlers in 
Scandinavia. Well-trained athletes may make 10km in 45 mins. The 
kayak’s stability also makes it popular with canoe clubs, especially 
as a transition for young athletes who will later make it to the faster 
competition kayaks. 

EXO - XMTOP

Created with the same research as the sit-in XM515, this sit-on-top 
with top of the range features is one of the best kayaks in its class. 
The vacuum drainage system keeps the seat dry during navigation 
even for heavy-set paddlers, the leg support system increases safety 
and enables the easy execution of Eskimo rolls. Standard featuers: 
- 1 oval waterproof storage locker - 2 handles - 2 “points” for leash 
anchoring - 17 decks fi tting with perimetral rope and cover elastics. 
Optional: - rudder - instrument - navigation light

SEABIRD DESIGNS - WAVE 5.5

The Wave 5.5 is a stable, comfortable surfski with a surprising speed 
potential, for beginners or intermediate paddlers. With medium 
rocker and very high secondary stability it is intended for a general 
touring ski for most conditions, as a training ski for intermediate 
paddlers in rough conditions, or as a racing ski for newcomers to 
surfski racing. 
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SPECS:
Length: 520 cm - width: 55 cm - weight: 11 / 13.5 / 15 kg - paddler weight range: 50 - 120 kg

www.citius-kayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 520 cm - width: 60 cm - weight: 11.5 / 14 / 15 kg - paddler weight range: 60 - 120 kg

www.citius-kayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 567 cm - width: 50 cm - weight: 18.3 kg - max. cap.: 110 kg

www.spiritpaddlesports.com

SPECS:
Length: 750 cm - width: 48 cm - weight: 16.5-24 kg - paddler weight range: 55-110 kg - max. cap.: 220kg

www.stellarkayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 655 cm - width: 44 cm - weight: 10.5-15.2 kg - paddler weight range: 55-110kg - max. cap.: 130kg

www.stellarkayaks.com

SPIRIT - PRS ELITE SKI

The world’s fi rst 5.7 m length premium grade high performance PE 
Sit on Top Surf Racing Ski. At home in river rapids or catching waves 
in the ocean. Available with surf or trailing rudder or dual rudder 
option.

CITIUS - CITIUS 55

With a stability level matching a fast sea kayak, most beginners 
should be able to master this kayak in a short time. Citius 55 is 
responsive and will still give you that “racing” feeling. Comes with 
a rear hatch. 

CITIUS - CITIUS 60

Citius 60’s stability level equals a standard sea kayak. It is best 
suited for paddlers over 70 kg, and it is the perfect kayak for the 
paddling novice who wants a lightweight kayak for training or day 
trips. A well-designed seat and foot rest will give you a good paddling 
position in the boat. Comes with a rear hatch.

STELLAR - S2E SURF SKI

The Stellar Elite Double (S2E) Surf Ski will have you smiling – the 
raw power of 2 paddlers is a rush. With the same characteristics of 
the SE, which Paddlers Worldwide recognize that our Surf Skis are 
unlike any other on the market today. Stability inherent in the design 
gives you confi dence to truly push yourself in all conditions without 
compromising speed. 

STELLAR - SEL SURF SKI

The Stellar Elite Low (SEL) Surf Ski came in response to the 
paddlers in more sheltered waters looking for reduced windage on 
the bow deck. We have lowered the bow deck, narrowed the catch, 
and increased the length of the footwell compared to the original SE 
Surf Ski. With the same hull as the SE, it maintains its stable platform 
and great speed.
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SPECS:
Length: 584 cm - width: 48 cm - weight: 11-15 kg - paddler weight range: 55-110 kg - max. cap.: 135kg

www.stellarkayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 620 cm - width: 41.6 cm - weight: 10-15kg - paddler weight range: 40-90 kg - max. cap.: 100kg

www.stellarkayaks.com

STELLAR - SR SURF SKI

The Stellar Racer (SR) is designed to be stable and fast, with a 
length of 19’ 3’’ and beam of 19’’. This boat will be the choice for 
those looking to transition from a touring kayak or those who want 
more stability is rough conditions. The SR will surprise you with a top 
end speed of a much longer boat!

STELLAR - SES SURF SKI

The Stellar Elite Small (SES) is specifi cally designed for lighter 
weight paddlers, where the length, beam, depth and wetted surface 
fi t the paddler. The SES has been optimized in every way to suit the 
smaller paddler, as compared to the competition. At Stellar, we know 
the importance of the relation between the paddlers’ size and the 
wetted surface area of the boat. We refuse to compromise, giving 
you a boat with the same stability and speed of our original Stellar 
Elite Surf Ski, yet hydro-dynamically optimized for a smaller paddler.



Kayaks & Surf Skis
Light-Weight, Fast, Stable & Durable

Kayaks, Surf Skis and Paddles.

Stellar Kayaks & Surf Skis are a blend of speed, stability & maneuverability 
providing both advanced and novice paddlers something to smile about.

                  Advanced Durable Composite Design 
                  Light Weight and Easy to Handle
                  10’, 12’, 14’, 16’, 18’ & Tandem Kayaks
                  Racing, Entry-level & Double Surf Skis
                  Composite Wing and Touring Paddles
                  Attractive Prices

For more information, please visit:
www.StellarKayaks.com

.

.

.

.

.

.

S18R - New for 2012

providing both advanced and novice paddlers something to smile about.

For more information, please visit:

providing both advanced and novice paddlers something to smile about.

   Touring Kayaks 
   Starting at 12kg!

Surf Skis Starting at 10kg!
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SEA KAYAK

PADDLES - HIGH END
Lightweight construction and advanced technology create a high performance 

paddle.

SPECS:
Length: 210, 215, 220, 230 cm - weight: ca. 650 g - blade size: 48,5 x 19,5 cm - feather: 
60° R/L - material: carbon, EFC

www.kober-paddel.de

SPECS:
Length: 210-240 cm - weight: 32 oz - feather: 0 - 90° in L and R hand - material: Nano-
Nickle

www.h2opaddles.com

SPECS:
Length: 210-240 cm - weight: 600 gram - blade size: 44 x 17.5 cm - feather: custom - 
material: carbon foam core

www.robson.de

SPECS:
Length: 210-240 cm - weight: 650 gr - blade size: 51 x 14.5 cm - feather: custom - material: 
Carbon

www.robson.de

SPECS:
Length: Customer size - weight: apr. 790 gr. - blade size: 45 x 15 cm - feather: Take-a-part 
system - material: Fibreglass, Fibreglass/carbon or Full carbon

www.kanuk.nu

SPECS:
Length: 200-250 cm - weight: 700gr - blade size: 590 cm² / 660 cm² / 720 cm² - feather: 
Custom - material: Carbon

http://select-kayaks.com

NEW FOR 2012

NEW FOR 2012

NEW FOR 2012 NEW FOR 2012

NEW FOR 2012

NEW FOR 2012

KOBER - POSEIDON EFC

The high end touring paddle for high angle paddlers. Accelerating 
blades with EFC-technology track easily and safe. Proven 
hydrodynamical designs provide for smooth catch and release. 
The tracking fi n gives fl utter-free strokes.

H2O - SUPERTOUR

Finally, the wait is over! The H2O SuperTour (the fi rst-ever Nano-
Metal kayak paddle) is available for purchase. The SuperTour 
blade shape allows for a smooth, fl utter-free stroke that H2O 
Performance Paddles is known for, while the Nano-Nickle 
exoskeleton provides a stiffness and impact resistance that is 
breathtaking.

ROBSON - SYNERGY CARBON HELIUM

The 600 gram, foam core, all carbon Helium is lighter than air. Our 
lightest blade, the Synergy offers a smooth & effi cient stroke for 
high angle paddling. Balanced, forgiving, effortless. Available in 
straight and Pro Logic bent shaft.

LIGHTNING - OFF SHORE

Lightning is known for their thin but very strong blades and the Off 
Shore fi ts this image. All carbon with a foam core, a well-balanced 
low angle paddle that excels in distance paddling.

KANUK - P1

A parallell bladed wing paddle with a nice catch and that is 
smooth and balanced through the stroke. Recommended for 
those who don’t want a big blade. The blade is made in fi breglass 
(fg),carbon/fi breglass (gc) or carbon (fc), with epoxy for different 
stiffness. Blade length: 45 cm.

SELECT - X.TR

As the new jewel of our touring range, the X.TR is an amazing 
paddle. Light, smooth strokes, comfortable and maneuverable 
the XTR will satisfy beginners as well as the most experienced 
paddlers.
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SPECS:
Length: 210-220cm / 215-225cm - weight: about 600 g - blade size: 18 x 48cm / 18 x 48cm  
/ 16 x 50cm - material: carbon fi ber, epoxy resin

www.zijie-sport.com

SPECS:
Length: 196cm - 235 cm - weight: 1030g  - blade size: large, small - feather: 55°, custom 
- material: Carbon foam core  

www.lettmann.de

SPECS:
Sizes  200-230 cm

www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk

SPECS:
Length: 201-240 cm - weight: 765-907 g - blade size: 16 x 52 cm - feather: adjustable - 
material: fi berglass and carbon 

www.swiftpaddles.com

SPECS:
Sizes 200-230 cm

www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk

SPECS:
Length: 190-230 cm  - weight: 790 g - material: carbon-kevlar

www.panenka-paddles.cz

SPECS:
Length: 210- 240 cm - weight: 28 oz (794g) - blade size: 6.2’’ x 20.1’’ (96 sq. in.) - feather: 
0º & 60º - Left or Right - material: Satin T-700 Carbon Shaft - Fiberglass reinforced Black 
Willow Blade

www.bendingbranches.com

SPECS:
Length: 210-260 cm - weight: 23 oz Straight Shaft; 26 oz Bent Shaft - blade size: 52 x 16 
cm - feather: Smart View Adjustable Ferrule System: 15 degree - material: Performance 
Core Carbon 

www.wernerpaddles.com

NEW FOR 2012

Z& J SPORTS - SEA KAYAK PADDLE

Brand new touring paddle with the following features: • 100% 
carbon fi ber construction • Clear coated paddle blade • Adjustable 
split shaft, 10cm adjustment • PVC foam core • Superlight weight 
of 600 g +/- 20g • 3 blade shape, 3 carbon shafts options

LETTMANN - ERGONOM PRO TOUR

The unique sea kayak and touring paddle! On the search for a new 
concept of a paddle we developed the Ergonom Pro. Although 
the size of the face of the blade was reduced, this paddle offers 
you more power. This appears because of the angle between the 
blade and the shaft and also through the shape of the blade and 
its new profi le. This new design makes it stable, durable and very 
easy to control. A paddle for high angle paddling. Available in two 
sizes.

AINSWORTH - RTM CARBON 106 TOURING

Resin transfer moulded full carbon kayak paddle.
The hollow core adds to the buoyancy of the blade and hard 
carbon laminate produced a rigid construction that enhances the 
paddling performance. Telescopic splits and crank shaft optional.

SWIFT PADDLES - MID SWIFT 

The Mid Swift delivers plenty of pull and control in rough water 
and is easy to control in wind. It is the ideal paddle for extended 
paddling in varied and changeable conditions. Swift paddles 
possess a radiant translucence in sunlight that is highly visible 
and exceptionally beautiful. We offer many stunning custom 
fabric inlays and four jewel tone translucent colors. Swift paddle 
blades are available in composite or all graphite construction with 
holographic stripes. Combined with an ovaled graphite shaft and 
easy adjust feathering, the asymmetrical blade moves smoothly 
through the water with each powerful but effi cient stroke. 

AINSWORTH - RTM 108 SEA TOUR 

Resin Transfer moulded metallic silver glass composite. This 
material is a high performance fabric laminated with a hollow core 
to maintain the buoyancy of the blade. Edge wear is very good, 
as the production process produces a very high fi bre to resin 
ratio, and all end toes orientated towards the edge of the blade. 
A lightweight high performance paddle at a very modest price. 
Telescopic splits and crank shaft optional.

PANENKA - CHALLENGE

Exclusive paddle for sea kayaking and lake touring. Light and 
durable. Takes you all around the coast.

BENDING BRANCHES - NAVIGATOR

Beauty meets technology. If you are looking for beauty combined 
with unsurpassed fi t, fi nish and durability in a lightweight paddle 
that fl exes to meet your paddling style, look no further. With the 
combination of high-tech, ultra lightweight T-700 carbon shaft 
and the black willow RockGard® protected blade, the Navigator 
stands alone. Elite beauty is now available to all kayak paddlers 
with the Navigator’s quality, durability, and class. Bending 
Branches paddles are handcrafted in Osceola, Wisconsin USA.

WERNER - KALLISTE

The Kalliste’s performance core blades have an exceptionally 
light buoyant feel on the water and offer silky smooth strokes 
that make paddling all day long feel effortless. The Kalliste is the 
ultimate choice for low angle kayakers. 
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SEA KAYAK

PADDLES - PERFORMANCE
With progressive technology and shape, performance paddles suit the advanced 

kayaker and make cruising a pleasure.

SPECS:
Length: 200-240 cm - weight: 770-1040 g - blade size: 604 cm² - feather: adjustable - 
material: Blade: PAG

www.tnp.cz

SPECS:
Length: 215, 220, 230, 240 cm - weight: ca. 795 g - blade size: 49,5 x 17,5 cm - feather: 
60° R/L - material: fi berglass, EFC

www.kober-paddel.de

SPECS:
Length: 210-250 cm - weight: 28.75 oz  / 815 g -  blade size: 15.8 x 45.7 cm (561 cm²) - 
feather: Snap Button or TLC - material: Carbon

www.aquabound.com

SPECS:
Length: 210-240 - weight: 850g - blade size: 48x17cm - feather: adjustable - material: 
Basalt fi bre

www.tywarp.com

SPECS:
Length: 205-215cm - weight: 780-950g - blade size: 755 cm² - feather: Adjustable - 
material: Carbon or Fiberglass

www.stellarkayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 180-230 cm - weight: 936 g - blade size: 645 cm² - material: PA with carbon

www.profi plast.com

NEW FOR 2012

NEW FOR 2012 NEW FOR 2012

NEW FOR 2012

TNP - PYXIS

TNP presents a new paddle for your leisure time. Designed by 
expert paddlers, this is a must in your equipment! The balanced 
performance of the blade together with the shaft of your choice 
offers you the best paddling characteristics. You can combine it 
with the YP Vario Pro coupling to set any type of angle. 

KOBER - ARCHIPEL EFC

The new generation of laminated fi berglass touring paddles built 
with revolutionary EFC-technology. The mid sized blades with 
their hydrodynamically perfect back sides support power saving 
paddling from catch to release. The tip is additionally reinforced. 

AQUA-BOUND - STING RAY CARBON

The Sting Ray Carbon kayak paddle features an Aqua-Bound 
exclusive blade style, for fl at and slow-moving water. With the 
lightweight Carbon abX fi ber blade, providing extra strength and 
stiffness along with the low swing weight pure carbon shaft, the 
Sting Ray Carbon kayak paddle is a fi rst class touring choice! 
There’s no better value on the market in terms of quality, durability, 
and class. Aqua-Bound paddles are products of Osceola, 
Wisconsin USA.

TYWARP - TOUR BB

Eco-friendly performance sea kayak paddle. Our Eco Series 
feature a whole range of whitewater and touring paddles made of 
natural fi bres. The Tour BB consists of basalt fi bre blade and shaft. 
Fully recycable, non-hazardous, non-polluting - ready for a green 
tour in your favourite waters.

STELLAR - WING PADDLE

Stellar Kayaks Wing paddles come in a variety of laminates, 
from the ultra stiff and light carbon to the durable fi berglass. The 
medium twist blades are comfortable to paddle with and produce 
more propulsion than the traditional touring blade. The cam-collar 
allows complete adjustment of length and feather angle quickly 
and easily.

PROFIPLAST - NOMAD

As the new jewel of our touring range, the X.TR is an amazing 
paddle. Light, smooth strokes, comfortable and maneuverable 
the XTR will satisfy beginners as well as the most experienced 
paddlers.
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SEA KAYAK

PADDLES - ENTRY LEVEL
Made in a variety of shapes, angles, and sizes, with pricing accessible to all paddlers.

SPECS:
Length: 210-240 cm - weight: 35 oz - blade size: 570 cm² - feather: 0 & 60 degree offsets 
- material: Fiberglass Shaft / Glass Nylon Blades 

http://h2opaddles.com

SPECS:
Length: 215/220/225/230 cm - feather: 60 - material: PU 

www.kutech.de

NEW FOR 2012 NEW FOR 2012

H2O - ECO REC

The ECO Rec features all the paddling performance from H2O’s 
Crystal-X series. Designed for the kayaker with a conscience, our 
blades are made from 100% recycled nylon. The trihedral blade 
design allows for a smooth, fl utter-free stroke. Stiffness, durability 
and the unmistakable “H2O-green” blade will let everyone know 
that you care about the waters you’re paddling on. Features: - 2 
piece breakdown paddle - Simplifi ed Carbon Center Joint

SCHLEGEL - TOURING

The Touring paddle from Schlegel is notable due to its reduced 
weight as well as for its robustness – something unusual for Rim 
paddles. The asymmetrical blade with its leading edge ensures a 
precise stroke with minimal effort. Blade: PU Rim Shaft: Anodised 
aluminium with plastic oval grips. 

Rough or Soft? Doesn’t
matter!

Franz-Haniel-Str. 53, D-47443 Moers
Tel. 028 41/99 92 89-0, Fax /99 92 89-9
www.lettmann.de, info@lettmann.de

Magellan 
Touring Plus

Ergonom Pro Tour

Multi Wave Ergonom
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Sizes: S,M,L,XL, XXL 
www.aquariusport.com

Material: Ripstop Nylon - Colour: yellow
www.textil-langer.de

Sizes: S/M, M/L, XL
Colours: Orange/Black and Red/Black
www.yak-paddling.com

Sizes: Sizes: S/M, M/L, L/XL
Colours: Red, Black - Buoyancy: 70cn
www.astralbuoyancy.com

Sizes: SM/MD, LG/XL, Plus   
www.stohlquist.com

NRS - CVEST

Designed with offshore sea kayakers in mind, the NRS 
CVest PFD has six pockets, including one for a radio, 
providing lots of handy storage. It includes lanyard loops 
and an accessory lash tab on the front, plus a beacon loop 
on the back. It features SOLAS refl ective tape for low-light 
visibility. 

KANUK - 405 LIFEJACKET

Designed for seakayaking, training and competition. Cut 
to allow maximum movability and rotation. Adjustable 
shoulder bands with neoprene underneath. Refl ective 
material on top. Adjustable bands on the sides with quick 
lock. A mesh pocket on the front and prepared for the  
attachment of a bottle bag. 

STOHLQUIST - DRIFTER

For quiet mornings on the lake or rough mornings at 
sea… zip up the Stohlquist Drifter and paddle away. This 
low-profi le PFD has a Cross-Chest Cinch harness that 
eliminates ride-up. Extra-wide armholes won’t detract from 
your strokes. Other boaters will be able to see you even 
if you aren’t making a wake with 3M refl ective trim. Large 
front pockets can hold a knife, sunscreen, GPS…

AQUARIUS - KAJAK PRO

Description: Aquarius MQ Kajak PRO is a well fi tted and 
light vest for sea kayak and touring paddlers. The base for 
this vest was Aquarius MQ but we added two big zipper 
pockets. The most important value of this PFD is that you 
don’t feel it but you are safety. Colours available: red/black, 
yellow/black, green/black 

LANGER - LAKEMASTER PRO

Stylish and easy to wear touring Personal Flotation Device 
with a front pocket and comfortable PVC foam. Adjustable 
straps at the shoulders and on the side makes it easy to 
fi nd the perfect fi t with or without a jacket. The front zipper 
makes putting this PFD on a snap! 

YAK - TAHU

Re-styled for 2012 with new graphics and features, this side zip 
vest is aimed squarely at the adventurous touring paddler. New 
easy slide low profi le buckles for shoulders and waist. Large 
front cargo pocket & easy access knife pocket. Multipoint 
easy slide adjustment & neoprene panels for the ultimate fi t. 
Refl ective highlights for improved low light visibility. 

ASTRAL - SEA WOLF

A full-featured vest for sea kayak pros, the Sea Wolf 
combines our Foam Tectonic platform with all the 
essentials and storage space required by expedition level 
paddlers. Features include: Large zippered clam shell front 
pocket, Hydro-Vent back to keep the user hydrated and 
cool, stretch-mesh side pockets…

STOHLQUIST - BETSEA

Ladies, the Stohlquist BetSEA was designed just for you. 
The low-profi le WRAPTURE™ shaped torso stays out 
of your way while you paddle so you can spend more 
time having fun on the water and less time cursing your 
lame unisex PFD. The low-cut of the BetSEA eliminates 
annoying chin-rub, and the built-in supportive inner cups 
wrap rather than crush. 

Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL
Colors: red, blue, orange 
www.nrsweb.com

Size: one size fi ts all (40-110 kg) 
www.kanuk.nu

Sizes: SM/MD, LG/XL, XXL 
www.stohlquist.com

Sizes: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL
Colours: Red/Grey and Blue/Grey 
www.palmequipmenteurope.com

PALM - KAIKOURA

A front zipped expedition level touring PFD packed 
with features and storage space. Flex Formed Foam 
technology means you bareley notice you are wearing it.

SEA KAYAK > PFD’S

NEW FOR 2012
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Waistsize: one size - cockpitsize: 1.2, 1.4, 1.7
www.sealsskirts.com

  
Waistsize: S, M, L, XL - cockpitsize: 1.2, 1.4, 1.7
www.sealsskirts.com

Waistsize: onesize - cockpitsize: Small,
KH, Big, SuperBig, Supertour
www.paddle-people.com

Waistsize: S (< 65cm), M/L (65cm – 85cm), XL 
(> 85cm) - cockpitsize: Keyhole, Bigdeck 
www.duemstuff.com

Waistsize: 65-95 cm, L & XL
Cockpitsize: 42 x 81 cm  
www.rethinkkayak.com

HF - OCEAN SKIRT

Specifi c Seakayaking Spraydeck with reinforced deck 
section and multistretch bodytube - made in Europe! 
Details: • Deck section with additional resistance to 
abraison • Latex reinforcement inside • 4 D-ring fi xing 
points • Deck elastic • Front loop in contrast colour 

REED CHILLCHEATER – AQUATHERM 
SPRAYDECK WITH BRACES

A lightweight revolutionary design. Ideal for slalom, sea 
kayaking, polo, touring and recreational use. Elasticated 
braces. Aquatherm deck fabric has 360 degree stretch, 
instant memory return, and has 80% less volume and 
weight compared with traditional neoprene products 
without compromising performance.

YAK - ZINC

3.8mm Neoprene touring spray deck with shock cord 
outer rim for secure fi t. Latex on underside for improved 
deck seal. Superstretch Neoprene waist tube. Glued and 
blindstitched construction.  25mm webbing release handle. 

SEALS - CALYPSO

The Calypso is a hybrid neoprene/nylon sprayskirt that is 
constructed out of high performance 3.5mm compression 
resistant neoprene on the deck and a low fi t, waterproof, 
breathable fabric tunnel with adjustable neoprene 
waistband. At the base of the tunnel, there is a 3” neoprene 
transition to the deck, which creates a 100% waterproof 
seal at the deck seam.

SEALS - ATHENA

Seals Sprayskirts & Accessories is excited to introduce 
its fi rst line of women’s specifi c sprayskirts. The Athena is 
an all neoprene sprayskirt that is constructed out of high 
performance 3.5mm compression resistant neoprene. 
Its E-Z stretch 3/8” stitched bungee allows for easier 
attachment of the sprayskirt to the rim. Its form fi tting, lower 
fi t 6” high tunnel is the perfect height!

°HF – TOUR SKIRT

The popular Tour Skirt from spraydeck specialist °hf is 
now produced for cockpits of all sizes. Initially launched 
only in Keyhole and Bigdeck the well featured Tour Skirt 
quickly generated demand for more cockpit sizes. It is now 
available in 5 sizes from “Small Deck” to “SuperTour”. 

DUEM STUFF - GRIP TOUR DECK

Grip spraydecks feature Mash edge, which assures the 
best grip possible. That makes them perfect mid-range 
plastic boat spraydecks, especially on those boats that 
do not have the best holding cockpit edges. FEATURES • 
3mm double nylon neoprene base • 3mm Ultraspan waist 
• Mash bottom rim for better grip • Elastic deck loops…

TRAK - CUSTOM SPRAY DECK

Enjoy watertight access to your T-1600 kayak’s TPS 
system without removing your spray deck with this custom 
spray deck. The skirt is made of Reed Chill Cheater’s 
Aquatherm material, a revolutionary material that provides 
insulation from wind and water while protecting the boater 
from UV rays. 

Waistsize: 62, 70, 78, 86, 94
Cockpitsize: Classic, KH 
www.paddle-people.com

Waistsize: S, M, L, XL, XXL - Cockpitsize: All 
www.chillcheater.com

Waistsize: S/M, M/L - cockpitsize: Keyhole, 
Big Deck, Extra Big Deck  
www.yak-paddling.com

Sizes: S/M. L/XL. XXL. 
www.peakuk.com

PEAK UK - OCEAN DECK

Construction: Blind stitched and latex sealed seams 
throughout. Shockcord style deck. Fabric: 4mm tough 
faced neoprene with latex reinforcing on top and 
underneath. Features: No seams in the deck section. Very 
durable 4mm neoprene. Shockcord gear - map holder. 
Body Sizes: 

SEA KAYAK > SPRAYDECKS

NEW FOR 2012 NEW FOR 2012 NEW FOR 2012




